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The gardens of Hampton Court Palace and Kensington Palace were designed and planted by some of the greatest names in gardening history. The strength of our horticultural genius is symbolised by the Great Vine – the oldest grape vine in the world and still producing fruit more than 200 years after planting. Perhaps our horticultural heritage can inspire a similar longevity in one of your products?

Royal boudoirs and bedchambers, great halls and sumptuous state rooms: the residents of historic royal palaces commissioned the finest interiors and furnishings from the best artisans and most creative designers of their day. These original designs for fabrics, wall coverings and furniture can be adapted in a huge variety of ways for homes today, instilling a touch of heritage magic.

The grand traditions of feasting and entertainment featured at all the royal palaces. There is great scope to use this rich culinary history to enhance your food and tableware range.

This stunning ceiling light (above left) and elegant fireplace (right) are just two examples of what can be achieved from a licensing partnership with Historic Royal Palaces. Both have been hugely successful in their respective trade and retail sectors worldwide.

The front cover shows a solid silver kettle with the royal crest of King George III, c.1803, which is part of the collection at Kew Palace. Also shown is an exquisite English paper fan, c.1750, hand painted with details of a lady at a milk churn within a floral border. Perhaps our horticultural heritage can inspire a similar longevity in one of your products?
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The historic royal palaces reflect nearly a thousand years of genius in architecture, interiors, furniture, textiles and ceramics. These wonderful buildings, enjoyed by the kings and queens of England, were designed and furnished by the most talented architects and sought-after craftsmen, using the finest materials. They were built to dazzle and impress, as they do today. It is now possible to use some of that genius to inspire your own products under licence and bring that unique royal heritage to new product development, giving differentiation within the market place.

Working with Historic Royal Palaces could not be easier: we have a designated team of licensing professionals with the experience, resources and specialised knowledge to help you make the most of a licensed partnership. Our existing clients share our commitment to the highest standards of quality and design and all have benefited from their association in working with our prestigious brand.

Please contact:
London Head Office
Telephone 0870 737 7488
Email licensing@hrp.org.uk
Website www.hrp.org.uk

Historic Royal Palaces Enterprises Limited
Retail Department, Apartment 28
Hampton Court Palace
Surrey
KT8 9AU
UK

Licensing agents representing Historic Royal Palaces:
New York, USA
Tokyo, Japan

Each palace has its own personality, expressed in its own unique colour and pattern. Please look for your palace of choice in licensing products from Historic Royal Palaces.